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EXISTENCE OF EQUILIBRIA IN 
GENERALIZED FUZZY GAMES

Won Kyu Kim * and Kyoung Hee Lee **

ABSTRACT. The purpose of this paper is to give a new existence 
theorem of equilibrium in generalized fuzzy games with uncountable 
number of agents.

1. Introduction

As is well-known, the theory of fuzzy sets was initiated by L. Zadeh 

[13] as an attempt to develop a mathematically precise framework in 

which to treat systems or phenomena which can not be characterized 

precisely. Since then, wide applications of theory of fuzzy sets have 

been established in the areas of pattern recognition, artificial intel

ligence, optimization, and decision theory [2,3,13], and useful fuzzy 

techniques have been developed in numerous applied mathematical 

fields.

On the while, the classical Arrow-Debreu result [1] on the existence 

of Walrasian equilibria has been generalized in many directions during 

the last forty years. Borglin and Keiding [4] first proved a new ex

istence theorem for a compact abstract economy with KF-majorized 

preference correspondences, and following their ideas, till now there
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have been many generalizations of the existence of equilibria for gen

eralized games (e.g. [8, 9]). In a recent paper [12], the authors first 

introduced the concept of a fuzzy game and proved the existence of 

equilibrium for 1-person fuzzy game.

In this paper, by using the continuous selection theorem, we shall 

prove the existence theorem of equlibrium for a generalized fuzzy game 

with uncountable set of agents, which generalizes Theorem 3 in [12], 

and generalizes in turn a number of equilibrium existence theorems in 

[4, 8]. Also we shall give an example of a generalized fuzzy game with 

countable set of agents, where our theorem can be applicable but the 

previous equilibrium existence theorems can not be applicable.

2. Preliminaries

We first recall the following notations and definitions. Let A be a 
subset of a topological space X. We shall denote by 2A the family of 

all subsets of A. Let F be a Hausdorff topological vector space and 

Y C F be a non-empty convex set. We denote by 戶(Y) the collection 

of all fuzzy sets over K, and a mapping from X into 戶(Y) is called a 

fuzzy mapping. If F : X T 3(Y) is a fuzzy mapping, then for each 

x e X, F(rr) (denoted by Fx in the sequel) is a fuzzy set in 伊「(Y) and 

Fx(y) is the degree of membership of point y in Fx.

A fuzzy mapping F : X 戶(Y) is called convex , if for each x e X, 

the fuzzy set Fx is a fuzzy convex set, i.e. for any C K t e [0,1],

Fx{tyr + (1 - t)y2) > min{死(死),死(％)}.

Let A be a fuzzy set in 9「(Y). In the sequel, we denote by

(-A)a = {y eY : A(y)〉a}, a £ [0,1),

the strong a-cut^ and Q4)o is called the support of A. It is easy to 

see that if F is a convex fuzzy mapping, then (Fx)a is convex for 
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each ci > 0, x E X. It should be noted here that throughout this 

paper, we shall use the concept of strong a-cut, which is different 

from [5,6,7]. Therefore we shall need some new proving method for 

existence theorem as in [12].

Now we introduce the following general definition of fuzzy equi

librium in mathematical economics. Let / be a (possibly uncount

able) set of agents. For each z G 7, let Xi be a non-empty set of 

actions and let X = I岛曰「X八 A generalized fuzzy game (or abstract 

加zzg economy)「= (X^a永甘 is defined as a family of 

ordered quintuple (X§"侦 3危&,性)where Xi is a non-empty topo

logical vector space (a strategy set),俄：X T [0,1) is a fuzzy con

straint function, Ai, Bi : X 2Xi are constraint correspondences 

and X T 戶(XD is a fuzzy preference correspondence. A fuzzy 

equilibrium for r is a choice x e X = HieI 瓦 such that for each 

£ L :£ 시 国(泌 and Ai{x) D (一% )*( 幻 = 0. Our definitions 

of generalized fuzzy game and a fuzzy equilibrium are fuzzy gener

alizations of the standard definitions as in [4,8]. In particular, when 

|/| = IV, we may call the fuzzy game r N-person fuzzy game.

It should be noted that the fuzzy preference correspondence Pi 

is very meaningful in real economic models. In fact, the preference 

sets of each individual have the characters of fuzzy behaviour under 

certain constraints.

The following continuous selection theorem is essential in proving 

our main existence result :

Lemma [9]・ Let X be a non-empty paracompact Hausdorff topo

logical space and Y be a non-empty convex subset of a topological 

vector space. Suppose S, T : X 2Y are correspondences such that

(1) for each x e X, coS(x) C T(x) and S(x) 0?

(2) for each y e Y, S-1(y) is open in X.
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Then T has a continuous selection.

3. Existence of Equilibria in Generalized Fuzzy Games

As remarked before, the classical Arrow-Debreu result [1] on the 

existence of Walrasian equilibria has been generalized in many di

rections during the last forty years, and following Borglin-Keiding9s 

technique in [4], there have been a number of generalizations of the ex

istence of equilibria as in [8,9]. In a recent paper [12], the authors first 

introduced the concept of fuzzy game, and next proved the existence 

of equilibrium for 1-person fuzzy game.

Now we shall prove an existence theorem of equilibrium for gener

alized fuzzy game which is a generalization of Theorem 3 in [12] in 

several aspects.

Theorem. Let r = (&「嵐国)1知时讫1 be a generalized fuzzy 

game where I is a (possibly uncountable) set of agents, such that for 

each i e I,

(1) Xi is a non-empty compact convex subset of a locally convex 

Hausdorff topological vector space and denote X = 瓦 and x =

£ X ;
(2) the constraint correspondences 厶小 3/ : X —> 2Xi are such that 

Ai(x) C Bi{x) and Bi(x) non-empty convex for each x e X ;

(3) the constraint correspondence 一饥：X —> 2Xi is upper semicon- 

tinuous, and：X —> [0,1) is upper semicontinuous ;

(4) for each y € X讣 ( = {x e X : y e A(^)}) is open in

X;
(5) the preference correspondence R : X :is a convex 

fuzzy mapping such that the function x (Pix)(q), for each x E X, 

is lower semicontinuous ;

(6) for 6B>ch x G X〉x>i £ (，為;)％(⑦)，Le. Pix'(i)  —*
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Then「has a fuzzy equilibrium x e X, i.e. for each i E I,

為 € 시 玖(硏 and &修) n (/為)贝愆)= 0.

Proof. For each i e I, we first define a correspondence 电：X —> 
2Xi by

」¥) ：= co Ai(x) n (Pix)ai(x), for each x eX.

Then, by the assumption (5), for each xeX, F") is convex. And 

for each g C X讣

E尸(質)= {xeX ：y e coAi(x) n (Pix)ai(x))

= {xeX :y e coAi{x)} Q{x ex : (Fi/(g) > a^x)}

=伽用)T(g) C {:M x ： (Pix)(5 > %(z)}.

Since g is upper semicontinuous and x T Pix(y、)is lower semicon- 
tinuous, Fi '(g) is an open subset of X, Therefore the domain set 

Ui := {x e X : Fi(x) 供 0} = I爲cxj弓一'3) is 이1 open subset of 

the compact set X, so that Ui is paracompact. Then the restric
tion Fi\ui : Ui T 2Xi of Fi on the paracompact set Ui satisfies the 

following:

(i) for each x e Ui, 7지既 @) is non-empty convex,

(ii) for each y e X讣 (i기耳厂晌) is open.

Then by Lemma, we can find a continuous selection £ :T

of 끼。“ i・¥ fi(x) e Fi(x) for each x eUi，

Finally, we define a correspondence F : X T 2X by F(x):= 

Gi(x), for each x £ X： where

〜、f if XU让
Gi(x)= < .

、cl if x Ui，
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Then for each ⑦ € X, G%(z) is a non-empty closed convex subset of 

X. In order to show that Gi is upper semicontinuous, we must show 

that the set O := {x e X : Gi(x) C V} is open in X for every open 

subset V of Xi，Since G F^u^x) C co Ai(x) C」S(z) for each 

x e U，3 we have

0 = {xeX : Gi(x) C V}

= {xeUi： Gi(x) cV}u{x e x \ Ui : Gi(x) C V}

={x eUi : fi(x') e V} U {x e X \ Ui : cl Bi(x) C V}

={x eUi ： fi(x) e v} u {x e x ： cl 国(工)c V}.

It follows from the upper semicontinuity of cl Bi that the set {x e 

X : cl Bi(x) C V} is open in X and by the continuity of 伝 the 

set {x Ui : 6 V} is open in U«. Hence O is open in X,

and Gi is upper semicontinuous. Therefore, by Lemma 3 in [10], the 

correspondence F{x) = is also upper semicontinuous.

By applying the Fan-Glicksberg fixed point theorem to F)there 

exists x e X such that x G F(£), i.e., for each i e Xi e Gi(x), If 

x e Ui^ then

£ fi (^) £ = C。4/(五)「1 ^Pix)oti (rr) U (/爲)o蒔(W),

which contradicts the assumption (6). Therefore for each z € I, x 

U讣 so that we have Xi e (為(£) = cl Bi(x) and &(切 C (/爲)%)= 

0. This completes the proof. □

Remarks. (1) For each i G 1, when Ai(x) = Bi(x) = Xi for 

each e e X)then the assumptions (2), (3) and (4) are automatically 

satisfied ; and then we can obtain the existence of fuzzy maximal 

element for P讣

(2) For each z € I, when Pi{x) =0 for each z € X, we can obtain a 

generalization of the Fan-Browder fixed point theorem as a corollary.
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(3) As remarked in [12], our theorem can be generalized to non

compact generalized fuzzy games with infinitely many agents by fol
lowing the method in [8]. 口

Finally we shall give an example of fuzzy game with countable 

set of agents having fuzzy equilibrium, where our theorem can be 

applicable but the previous equilibrium existence theorems can not 

be applicable:

Example. Let「=(瓦，&3」*%)心寸  be a generalized fuzzy 
game with countable set of agents such that for each z e N,

(1) Xi = [0,1] is a non-empty compact convex strategy set;

(2) the constraint correspondence A： = B「X T 2Xi is defined by

] 1
4心:)：=z {y Xi : Xi < y < (1 —：)旳 + -?}, for each x E X:

z z 7

(3) the fuzzy preference correspondence X T 戶(X/) is defined 

by

d ( 、 \ °， if * [0，孔

[((i-7X + -)2/, if 7/e[o,i];

(4) the fuzzy constraint function 叫：X T [0,1) is defined by

/、 j S if e 

為3) := { ] ] 2
I ((1 一 汁呢 + 気血，if G [-,1].

Then for each i € N, it is clear that is upper semicontinuous such 

that each A^x) is non-empty convex, and for each y 6 Ar1(y) is 

open Also 叫 is upper semicontinuous and for each xeX, Pix(xi) < 

시伤3). It is easy to see that the function x 卜-> (Pix)(?/), for each x G X
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is lower semicontinuous. Therefore all the hypotheses of Theorem are 

satisfied, so that there exists an equilibrium for the fuzzy game r. In 

fact, there exists a fuzzy equilibrium £ = • • • , • • •) € X such

that for each z G N,

I e cZ Ai(x) and Ai(x) n (jF蓦)％3)= 0. 口
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